Requests for Documents Not Posted on this Website

In compliance with the Americans with Disability Act (ADA) and implementing guidelines, the Office of the Delta Watermaster is responsible to assure that documents posted on our website are accessible to persons with disabilities. Meeting the standards for accessibility allows persons with disabilities to perceive, understand, navigate, and interact with the web content. All documents prepared by ODWM are made accessible prior to posting.

In meeting our ADA responsibility, we sometimes encounter documents which present particular challenges; for instance, historic documents prepared prior to the advent of word processing, hand-written documents, documents laden with marginal notes, documents with complicated graphics, drawings and charts, or documents prepared by third parties and submitted to us for response or action can be difficult or impossible to make fully accessible. As we continue the effort to make all relevant documents accessible, ODWM accepts requests for documents which are not currently available on our website.

To make requests for documents applicable to the Legal Delta which are not posted on our website, please submit your request by email or phone at:

Email: deltawatermaster@waterboards.ca.gov
Phone: (916) 319-8264